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REVIEWS
be better appreciated by business histori·
ans than by book historians, but this in no
way mitigates her accomplisiunent, nor
does it imply that her emphasis should
have been otherwise. As Remer eloquently
demonstrates, colonial publishers were
entrepreneurs in the truest sense. They
gambled with credit, acqui red and lost
capital, and sought to expa nd and dominate markets in what was foremost a
business venture.
A work primarily concerned with the
business and economic conditions of the
early publishing indusuy in this cou ntry
may seem of little use to those interested
in the book as a physical artifact, but
Printers and Men of Capital provides an
excellent example of the role external
evidence can play in understanding certain physical aspects of books. For instance, Remer discusses (chapte r 5) the
sou rces of credit for publishers. In this era
before regulated banking, the most likely

Remer, Rosalind. Printers and Men of
Capital, Pbiladelphia Book Publishers
ill Ihe New Republic. Philadelphia, University of Pennsylvania Press, 1996. 210

pp. $34 .95. ISBN 0-8122-3337-9.
Rosalind Remer has produced a landmark
study in the history of books. Those with
an imerest in books (librarians, booksellers, collectors, and bibliographers among
others) share a general understanding of
the history of publishing. It is generally
agreed, fo r example, that the modern
commercial publisher descends from
the cl osely related but once independent trades of priming, binding, and
bookselling. Detailed knowledge of how
and why publishing companies have
developed is much less common.
Printers and Men of Capital, a case
study of the first publishers in colonial
Philadelph ia, helps to fill this gap. The
emphasis is on economics rather than
books, and th us Remer's contribution may

Sidney F. Huttner is Curator of Special Collections, McFarlin Library, The University of Tulsa.
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sou rce fo r a loan was a nother member
o f the trad e, and thus ne two rks o f under-capitalized , ove r-fin a nced, a nd mutuall y depe ndent publishing concern s
developed. Th is sys te m o f finance was
so precario us thar, acco rding (0 Re me r,
the "e ntire credit network co uld he
jeopardized by o ne transaction gone
awry" (p . 111).
The bookbinder posed one of the most
vexing pro ble ms fo r these networks.
Though he W~I S neither a creditor nor a
debto r in this system, as the last stop in the
produ ction process, the binder was crucia l
to the time ly flow of goods to the market,
and so in a sense held the network 's nore.
If he completed a jo b on time, the publisher had me rchandise to sell and in turn
cash to se rvice debts. If, however, the
binder was slow, as was often the case, the
publisher was frustrated, and likewise the
credit network. What slowed the binder
was neither irrespo nsibility no r laz iness,
but rather the simple fac t that binding
remained a hand craft long after the rest o f
the industlY ente red the ma chine age. As
p rinters used technology to produce books
faster, binders fo un d it increaSingl y difficult to keep pace, especiall y as edition
sizes g rew.
Pu b lishers attem pted solve this problem by spreading work among several
binders, but this often led to a loss o f
uniformiry across an editio n. If, on the
other hand, a publisher relied o n o ne
binder, th e pressure LO wo rk too quickly
often resulted in missing pages, out-ofsequence ga therings, and o ther imperfectio ns. Remer's examination of the relatio nship between binders a nd publishers
provides an excellent example of how an
understa nding of background forces (business pressu res compounded by a technological deficiency) helps to account for
certain physical characteristics. In this case,
witho ut recourse to information external
to the book, the analytical bi bliogra pher
would be able to note binding anomalies
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but could never fu ll y understand (he reasons behind them.
Herner's research also underscores the
importance o f the preservation of printers'
and publishers' archives. The foresight of
{he Historical Society of Pen nsylvania , the
American Antiquarian SOCiety, the America n Phi losophical Society, and the Libra ry
Company of Philadelphia gave Remer access to the correspondence, accounting
files, ledger books, day books, and many
other uniq ue archival records of nUlnerO tiS ea rly printers and pu blishers. Chi ef
among these were the records of the
Philade lphia printer and publisher Malhew
Ca rey. Another important source for her
were early newspapers from the co Uections of the AAS. With these resources,
Remer charts the development of book
publishing fro m an activity that supplemented {he printer's jobbing income to the
dom inant commercial enterprise in the
printing industry. Along the way, Remer
d iscusses the itinerant printer, the tmveling book salesman, and d1e city bookshop
owner, while providing insights into the
economic conditions that gave rise to
these well known but little understood
characters of the ea rl y book trade.
As with all original research, Remer's
work suggests other areas fo r investigation, one of which is the role government
printing played in the economics of publishing. Pioneering resea rch in this area
has been do ne by ].H . Powell in tbe Books
of a New Nation: United States GOven'lment Publications, 1774-]814 (J957).
Remer's close analysis of the influence of
non-gove rnmental forces on printers and
pu blishers supplements Powell's work,
but it also po in ts to the need fora comparison or perhaps even a sy nthesis of the two
stu dies.
A field chat has been turned much more
regularly bu t still needs work is that of
piracy in the American book trade. Remer'S
analysis provides a different slam on this
subject. Discussion of piracy usually comes
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up with regard to literary authors. Ie is
often forgouen, or even unobserved, that
other types of writers were preyed upon
as well. In examining the comme rcial
motives behind the practice, Remer underscores the fact that fo r the most part
American publishers were not concerned
with great literature. They were inte rested
in books that wou ld sell, be they almanacs,
herbals, histories, or novels. In placing the
piracy of books in a wider context, Remer
highlights the need for a broader approach to the subject.
The history of American publishing for
the rest of the nineteenth and the twentieth centuries remains to be challed.
Remer has provided an excellent starting
place for her fellow scholars. Perhaps in
the long run one of the most important
contributions of Printers and Men of Capital will be that of inspiring others to do
likewise.-Steven E. Smith, Texas A&M
University.
America1l Journey: The Asian-America1l Experience. Woodbridge, Connecticut: Primary Source Media, 1997.
CD-ROM disc and documentation. $149.
L1.b packs, networks, previews available to edu cational institutions and libraries. ISBN 1-57803-047-1. For Windows and Macintosh. Part of Research
Publications series, Americanjourney:
History in YOUT Hands.
The potential of widely d isseminated primary materials is exciting, something about
which libra rians have dreamed si nce electronic sources became affordable and easy
to use. The Asian-American Expen·ence
was explored with eager anticipation, but
the result was mostly disappointing.
This is a n edited collection in both
senses of the tem"!. The decision to include
or exclude was made by an editor, Judy
Sao Hoo, backed by an advisory board , all
certainly experts in the field, and the d isc
was produced in association with the
Un ive rsity of California Los Angeles Asian

American Studies Center. A user w ill find
something missing from any collection or
anthology, but the editing of sou rces disappointed me more. A th ird of the documents included are excerpts rather than
complete works. For published works, an
excerpt generally leads the user to the
complete work. For unpublished materials-speeches, diaries, letters, etc.--one is
simply left wondering what was edited out
The disc includes images, sound, and
comme ntary besides textual materials.
Overviews are fairly brief and give good,
basic, background information. Annotation of individual sources is u seful for
relationships with other items on the CD,
as well as some that are not. The disc
contains 119 documents averaging 800
words each, 199 images, and 22 audio
clips. The docume nts include 27 references to legislation, 22 poems, 19 memoirs, 19 interviews and considerably fewe r
refere nces to governme nt documents,
newspaper and magazine articles, stories,
and speeches, and with use of only one
diary, pamphlet, and treaty. This seems
lopsided, especially w hen legislatio n and
governme nt docu ments may be the easiest sources to fin d. Dia ries, sp eeches, and
e phe mera are much more difficult to loca te . Including a greater number of them
would have made this a much more valuable resource.
The sound clips average 10 minutes
each, but only 17 are actually uniqu e. In
three cases, there are t\Vo clips from an
inte rview w ith the same person, and in
one case, three clips from the same inte rview. Six are music clips, one is a poet
reading, and the re mainder are excerpts of
contemporary interviews.
Searching is designed to be easy, with
both full-text and index-term searching
available using Boolean "or" and "and "
operators. From a source, one can connect
to related items. One can also search
"map," finding materials within a geographic area, or "lists," which provides
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alphabetical lists to scan . A "timeline"
fea ture Iisrs event') w ithin a chro no logy,
but it does not connect to the docu ments.
Each item has two parts, one the piece
itself and one called "About this Document." Attached to each record is a ci ration
screen, providing title of the document ,
autho r, year, document type, published
source Of the re is one), a nd index terms
used to describe it on the disc. Images are
cited to specific collectio ns, but documents are not. This is a serious, and
surprising, shortcoming for unique items.
In try ing to sense the depth of the
sources, J searched for information about
two events that I knew would yield results:
Japanese internment and Chinese exclusion. The index term "Internment camps"
prod uced 27 resuirs, 14 of them pictures,
leaving only half as primary resource
documents-historical docu ments as well
as artistic works, includ ing musical compositions. Related ind ex ter ms are
"Manzana r Relocatio n Center" and "War
Relocation Autho rity." Why some refere nces are indexed o ne way and not anothe r is not clea r, but the disc does provide
a way to find related topiCS, though it takes
several steps. Seven index te rms relating
to Chinese exclusion laws produced 22
results, 10 of them pictures, including the
Exclusion Acts themselves and related
legislation but with no text sources other
than government documents. For both
events, the sou rces lack depth. Although
an opportunity to use primary sou rces
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would be useful to upper-level high school
and lower-level college students, a researcher could not use this CD-ROM as a
resource in any particula r area.
The disc is easy to use and comes with
a good user's guide, generic to all titles in
the American Journey series, which explains orga nization, searching, and special
features. The disc also has online help. 1
had some technological problems, however. When I tried to read through two
long documents, I was repeatedly sent to
other parts of the documents. Tllis is a
serious problem; it was nearly impossible
to read the entire document, and 1 ca n
imagine students becoming too frustrated
to put up with the aggravation. I do not
think this problem tra.ced to my hardware
as I loaded The Asian-American Experience on a Pentiu m. Primary Source
Media's technical support tried to explain how long documents are divided
into three parts and that nothing is missed,
but this is definitely not the case. Also,
because instructions were not adequate, I
had problems performing fu ll-text Boolean searches. In this case, however, the
vendor's techn ical support staff gu ided me
to fo rmat searches in (he way their software expected.
The Asian-American Experience is an
interesting product, bur it will not serve a
library's special collections area particula rly well. It is an excellent teaching tool
for undergraduates, although its lack of
depth must be taken inro account. The
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producers describe this p roduct as "history in your hands," but w ith its broad
scope and limited collection of documents, it is no more than an introduc[Qry
overview of resources on Asia n Ameri-

cans.- Emily Bergman, AullY Museum of
1Vestern Heritage

Beadle, Richard, and A. J. Piper, eds.
New Science Out oj Old Books. Studies
inManuscripts and Early Printed Books
ill Honour oj A.I. Doyle. A1dershot,
Hams, England: Scalar Pressj Brookfield,
Vermont; Ashgare Publishing Company,
[C. 19951 466 pp. $109.95 . ISBN 1-

85928-003- X.
This Fesfschriji was published fo r tile 70th
bil1hday of A.!, (Ian) Doyle, the distinguished British paleographer who for many

years was on (he staff of the library of
Durham University. It contains fifteen essays by his friends and colleagues, a
bibliograph y of his publications compiled
by E. Rainey, and a shOI1 preface by A.J.
Piper. It lacks the customary photographic
portrait, but it has both an index of manuscripts and early printed books and a
general index.
The editors and publishers were generous in allowing illustrations and copious
footnotes. There are 66 pages o f photogra phiC reproductions, all in black and
wh ite and a few rather muddy. The number of endnotes pe r article ranges up to
139, necessitating a good dea l of page
flipping.
All but two of the articles in this volume
are entirely or mainly about medieval
English manuscrip rs. The two abom early
printed books are Lotte Hellinga's "Wynkyn
de \Vorde's Native Land ," which shows
that Caxton's successor probably came
from Holla nd rather than the Alsace as E.
Gordon Duffand othe rs had assumed, and
J.T. Rhodes's "The Body of Christ in English Eucharistic Devotion , c.150O-c.1620,"
a study of the way in which books of
private devotion printed for a Roman

Catholic aud ience changed over time from
an emphasis on the physical side of the
suffe ring and death of Christ to an emphasis on union w ith Christ through communion and devotio n to the Blessed Sacrdmemo
Two of the articles are conce rned with
book ownership. Linda Ehrsam Voigts's
"A Doctor and His Books: the Manuscripts
of Roger Marchall (d. 1477)" identifies and
describes manuscripts owned or used by
a 15th-centluy Cambridge phYSiCian, many
of which contain his annotations. Mary C.
Erler's "Exchange of Books Between Nu ns
and Laywomen: Three Surviving Examples," provid es two examples of lay
women givi ng manuscripts to religious
houses and one example of a manuscript
forme rly in a religiOUS house given after
the Dissolution to a secular community.
Two articles are editions of short 12thcentu ry texts. Mary and Richard Rouse
provide for the first time the complete text
of a 12th-century sermon in the Durham
Cathedral library relating to scribes and
thei r implenienrs and to the making of
linen. The part o n scribes has been published several times, bu t the part on li nen
remained unpublished until now. Toshiyuki
Takamiya also here publishes for the first
time a 12th-century poem in his possession, "On me evils of coveto usness."
Another 12th-century manuscript, this
one in Tri nity College, Cambridge, is discussed by Margaret Laing and Angus McIntosh. The manuscript is mostly the wo rk of
two scribes, but a short sectio n is the work
of a third. The authors have lIsed computer-tagging proced ures developed by
the Institute for Historical Dialectology in
Edinburgh to refine the paleographical
and linguistic differences in these three
hands first noted by Neil Ker in 1932.
Some medieval manuscripts co ntain
words or symbols placed in (he margins
by the scribe to indicate to an artist wha t
sort of decorations were to be added.
Kathleen 1. Scott's article, "Limning and
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Book-Producing Terms and Signs in situ
in Late-Medieval English Manuscri p ts: A
First Listing," is a thorough study of these
words and symbols, illustrated w ith 17
full-page illustrations.
These essays were mostly written by
paleograp hers for paleographers, and they
presllme on the part of the reader a
knowledge of the termino logy of paleography as well as at least a p,lssing acq uaintance w ith Latin and Middle English. The
high standard of scholarshi p and the generally high quality of book prod uction,
make this volume a fitting tribute to a fine
scho lar.-Pbilip j. Weimerskirch, Providence Public Library
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Schwartz, Hillel. The Cu lture ofthe Copy.
New York, Zone Boo ks, 1996. 566 pp.
60 illustrations. $2850. ISBN 0-942299-

35-3.
\'(Iith the advent o f Dolly, the world's first
cloned shee p, the implications of the word
"copy" have changed d rastically. Hillel
Schwartz challenges traditional attitudes
towards copies and expands upon the
definition of the word "copy" in The
Culture of the Copy. Schwartz finds that
Western culture has been fascinated by
clones o r copies for yea rs, and in a broad
ana lysis ancl commentary, he focuses on
topics such as replication, camouflage,
twins, parrots, wax images, and optical
illusions. Schwa rtz creates a w hirl wind
narrative that pulls in the historical, psychological, philosophical, sociological, and
cultu ral definitions surrou nding each of
his chosen topicS.
Schwartz suggests that as copies have
become easier to create, the concept of
uniqu eness has grown in Significance,
panicul arly with rega rd to original literalY
works and art. At the same time, he
acknowledges that it is increaSingly difficult to d istinguish originals and copies.
Forgeries) technological advances, and
copyright law are discllssed in relation to
originals and copies. Schwartz finds at-

Illuminated Manuscripts

754 Kenmore Boulevard. Akron. OH 44314
tel. (330) 753-7447 fax (330) 753·2302

E-mail: Bruceferrini@MSN.com
Web site: www.Ferrini.com

tempts to label copies and replicas in order
to maintain the identity of originals ironic.
He asks w he(her it is time to relinquish (he
division between originaJs and replicas,
between the "One" and the UMany," and
he promotes the creation of a balance that
compromises neither au memicity nor the
ability to share a world of information.
Schwartz begins his work with a discussion of twins and doubles, (he desire barh
to have a twin and to remain a unique
individual. The narrative swings from twins,
to attitudes towards twins in Nigerian
cultures, to the portrayal of twins in science fiction. He details the manipulation
of tw in images in the media and follows
this with an examination of the anriquated
concept of Siamese [Wins as circus freaks,
perfonners, and economic investments.
The narrative turns to the development
of self-port rairs, which Schwartz d iscusses
in formats such as silhouettes, miniatures,
and photographs, suggesting that self-
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create invisible troops and manipulate
soldiers into fighting unseen enemies. He
[ouches upon camouflage techniques that
foil aerial photography mea nt to expose
land marks and hidden she lters.
Schwartz comments upon the use of
stand-ins and doubles and "focus artists" in
the Hollywood film industry that left audiences the victims of illusion.
Analyzing the duplication of written
weaves in commentary on mannequins
words, Schwartz looks at a va riety of
and automa[a .
media and techno logies, from manuscripts,
From the inanimate, Schwartz reveals
copy machines and computer reproto
pe rceived bounda ries between the human
and animal worlds. He explores attitudes
duction. His narrative jumps from a distowards parrots that echo the speech of
course on the development of typewriters
humans and the ftxation with primates that
to the perception of women as typists,
mimic the action of humans. His discussion
stenographers, and copy machine experts.
flows imo an examination of the historical
He discusses the phenomena of d ig itizauses of animal specimens in museums along
tion, including the man ipulatio n of words,
with the increased use of authentic senings
books, audio materials, and images through
the use of comp ute rs, scanners, and color
to augment exhibitions. These to pics
evolve into information on the creation
printers.
and improvement of taxidermy. Schwartz
In the 1be Cultureo/the Copy, Schwartz
elaborates upon parallels between the
creates myriad paths for a reader to follow,
complete with a vast number of anecdotes
mourning stages of anger, denial, bargaining, grief, and acceptance, and societal
and facts. The book duplicates or parallels
attitudes towards endangered species.
Schwartz's own stream of consciousness.
Schwartz investigates the phenomena
Depending on the reader's interests, the
of doubles, d isguises, and decoys. He
narrative can be engaging or it can lead to
details the use of camoufl age in warfare [0
frustration, with too many stops and starts
to cla rify an overload of
information. Schwartz supports his work w ith a detailed collection of endnotes and extensive use of
Bookseller 10 II," World 0/ Oriental Rugs
primary and secondary
The
sources. Readers interested
in "copies" and the culLargest Selection in USA
tura l significance of the
concept of copies will discover much in his work.MalY Ellen Ducey, University 0/South Dakota

portraits are a part of OUf desire to remem·
ber ourselves and maintain our identity.
He comments on the history of portrait
photography, touching on fad ing images
and the use of a variety of films and
cameras. Focusing on wax works, Schwartz
details their evolution from memorial images to anisric endeavors to substitute
anatomies for medica l studies, and he
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Myers, Robin, and
Michael Harris, eds.
A ntiquarles, Book Collectors and the Circle
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a/Learning. Winchester: St. Paul's Bibliographies; New Castle, Del. : Oak Knoll
Books, 1996. 180 pp. $39.95 + shipping.
ISBN 1-884718-24-8.
In New Grub Street, George Gissing describes weary wordsmiths toiling away in

"the valley of the shadow of books,"
summoning visions of e ndless drudgery
and numbing despair played out in the
Reading Room o f the British M useum. The

novelist echoed the psalmist, each suggesting jo urneys at once dangerous and
rewarding. Antiquaries, Book Collectors

and the Circles ojLearrting reveals va lleys
w ith m em orable res idents w hose books,
collections, fascinations, and obsessions
are charted in these essays and for whom

Gissing's me morable phrase might take
on added meaning. Teachers, studen ts,
collectors, librarians, book seUees, and

bookbinders all measured the progress of
their lives and careers by books, whether
what manered most were the words or the
bindings or, sometimes, both.
Readers coming to this collection w ill
find at least fOU f valleys mapped. The first,
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volumes to appear in what Foot calls

"aestl1etically pleasing garb."
The second map chans the intellectual
and social terrain fashioned by three quite
distinctive writers and their collections.
That terra in consisted of books, objects,
journeys, and relationships with like-

minded friends. John Gage, the subject of
T.A Birrell 's informative contribution, was
the long-time Director of the Society of
Antiquaries. Gage used books, both his

own and those in the Society's library, to
advance his own path-breaking studies of
the Middle Ages. Perhaps more imporranr,
Gage was part of a community, a circle of
friends, w ho shared his interests. That his
circl e included characters Birrell describes
as "difficult" and "disagreeable" is testimony to Gage's temperament and broad
horizons. Robin Myers's skillful essay on
Dr. Andrew Coltee DucareI m arks out rhe
life of a scho lar-collector-traveler who

explored Anglo-Norman cultural linkages.
especially as they related to architecture.

Ducarel collected and studied books and

ars, scholar-collectors, booksellers, and
bookbinders. Pearson 's Oxford scholars

coins not so much as objects but as
messengers from a past he was intent
upon understanding. His vaHey was a
place to work, to study, and to celebrate a
cultural inheritance undivided by the En-

and bibliophiles bought books, used them,

glish Channel.

taug ht from them, and lived in their pres-

But of all the figures in this landscape,
none was (or remains) quite so distinctive,
so obsessive , as Richard H eber, w ho with
his thousands of books seemed [0 many
more an accumulator than a genuine collector. Yet as Arnold Hunt reminds us in

as crafted by David Pearson and MiIjam M.
Foot, records the landscape made by schol-

ence. But, asks Pearson, did the book
itself- its physical being and bindingmean something special to the dons? For
the m ost parr, he concludes, do ns lived in
the text-centered part of their valley of

books. A careful study of the Oxford
college libraries leads Pea rson to find that
"Tudo r and early Stuart scholars were on
the whole not bibliophiles, that their imerest in books was text-centered and that

they gave little thought to the binding
beyond requiring stru ctural soundness."
Foot poses a similar question to a some-

what different group-bibliophile "men of
taste and education "-who did pay m ore
attention to the book as object, desiring

his thoughtful, sympathetic essay, Heber
was much more than the archetypical
bibliomaniac, the col lector overwhelmed
by his collections. After discussing the
problems locating Heber's will and the
disposition of his books, Hunt points up
the social and personal consequ ences of

book collecting. The pursuit of books
beca me H eber's way of life. H e often went
out of his way to share books with appropriate scholars. Books connected H eber to
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larger circles of learning, circles generous
enough to tolerate even the most compulsive of collectors.
The third valley is mapped in essays by
Janet Backhouse and Christopher De
Hamel. By the end of the 1920s, thanks in
large part to successful coups by American
dealers like A. S. W. Rosenbach, English
collectors, cura[Q(S, and even parliamentary politicians were increasingly alanned
by the transit of books, manuscripts, and
paintings inro American hands.
Backhouse's delightful essay on the fate of
the Luttrell Psalter blends detective-story
investigation with an appreciation for bOth
cultural nationalism and international good
will. The alliance belWeen American financier and collector J.P . .Morgan and the
British Museum saved the Psalter for England and gives Backhouse a wonderfu l
story of personal ambition, high finance,
and legal rigmarole.
In his painstaking study of Baron
Edmund de Rodlschild's illuminated manusCript collection, De Hamel offers the story
of a collector outside the usual scholarly
and learned circles. While the Rothschild
collection was "very possibly the greatest
ever assembled by one man," its history is
something of a cau tionary tale. Shrouded
in secrecy and never fully documented,
the collection suffered dispersal as a result
of the Second World War. As De Hamel
notes, some pieces continue to haum him
and orner scholars.
Most collections of papers from scholarly and profeSSional confere nces properly re main just that-collections linked
more by time and circumstance than by
theme and argument. But this is nor the
case for Antiquaries, Book Collectors and
the Circles of Learning. What holds this
book togedler and, no less imponant, what
holds the reader's interest, is the theme of
collecti ons and human relationships.
Whether we hear about working scholars
or titled bibliophiles, gregariOUS collectors or secretive buyers, the message is the

same: books and learning are at the center
of the life of the mind. And that life of the
mind is both social and organizationalsocial in its personal relations and orga nizational in learned associations and gathe rings. Bernard Nurse makes that poim
With considerable force in his discussion
of the Libra ry of the Society of Antiquaries.
The library, bod1 as place and as collections,
provided an intellectual and social space for
learning. The popular image of the scholar
and collector as a solitary figure isolated
from the enriching currents of social life
and communal fellowship is be lied by
these essays. The scholar-collectors in this
book knew almost without exception the
joys and rewards of life in the valley of
books, in "circles of learning. ~-James P.
Ronda, The University of Tulsa

Rosenblum, Joseph. A Bibliographic
History of the Book, A n Annotated
Guide to the Literature. Metuchen, New
Jersey, The Scarecrow Press, 1995. 425
pp. $55. ISBN 0-8108-3009-4.
Joseph Rosenblum's A Bibliographie History of the Book is the third publication in
the History of the Book series edited by
Bill Katz. And what a most useful publication it is! Rosenblum has packed into 409
pages 1067 annotated entries on important books and articles o n book history.
The book is divided into four sections:
resources, technical aspects, hiStory, and
miscellaneous. The headings, however,
do not do justice to what Rosenblum has
accomplished in compiling this compact
reference book.
A glance at the contents page reveals
the extent of coverage. The first section on
resources is divided into bibliographies
a nd general reference, the former listing
entries for works such as Besterman's
Printing, Book Collecting, and IllUSI1-ated
Books (971) and Peter Davidson's The
Book Encompassed (992) while the latter
contains classics such as John Carter's ABC
for Book Collectors (980) and Glaister's
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Glossary of the Book (1979). Technical
aspects, the largest section in the book,
offers references to works on paper-making, inks, the alphabet, typography and
book design , illustrations, and book
binding. A chronological approach to
the book in history makes up the th ird
section. A general overview is followed
by "The Bo ok in Antiqui ty, " "The Middle
Ages, " "The Fifteenth Century," and so
on, and ends w ith "The Book in ·
Amer ica." The miscellaneous section
covers book collecting, b oo kselling, a nd
(he p rivate press industry. There is a
separate author and su bject index. In
the ma in, Rosenblu m describes recent
works. The inclusion of works such as
Charles Hindley's 1886 The History ofthe
Catnach Press (among others) is a gentle
reminder of past scholarship in the field of
book history.
In reference to a 1982 Book Sym posium, Rosenblum writes, "whether focusing on the printed or manuscript page,
students of the book have come to recog-
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The plums are there also, in informational asides that en liven the entries. For

and now w ish to read. I also used

example, in the entry for Frank Butler's
The Story oj Paper Making (1901),

ings, identifying what was and was nO[ in
o ur collection-a u seful function this book
could serve.

Rosenblum mentions that during the American Revolution, New York exempted from
military seIVice the master and two assis-

tams at each paper mill; in the entry for

Michael Finlay's Western Writing Implements in the Age oj the Quill (1990), we
find that 18,732,000 quills were imported
into England in 1834; in the entry for P. D.
Perkins's The Paper Industry an d Printing
injapan(940), we find that the Treaty of

Rosenblum to test ou r "Antipodean" hold-

r hope Rosenblum supplements this
book wi th others.-Donald Kerr,
Auckland Central City Library, New
Zealand.
Kapr, Albert. johann Gutenberg.. The
Man and His invention. Translated
from the Gennan by Douglas Maltin.
Third revised edition. Aldershot, Hants,

Versailles of 191 9 was w ritten on tori-noko paper; and in theentryonJ. P. Gumbert's

England, ScolarPress, 1996.316, [lJ pp.
$45.00. ISBN 1-85928-114-l.

The Dutch and their Books in the ManusCript Age 099]), I discovered "rake-rul-

For those familiar with the documents

ing. " There are others, far too many to

m ight come as a surprise that a biography

mention.
I welcomed the arriva l of this work fo r

of over three hundred pages could be

two major reasons. As the rare books

librarian in a large New Zealand public
lib rary, I encounter student!' o f typography and design, medieval manuscript students, bookbinders, amateur calligraphers,
and members of the public who request
information o n all manner of things relating to the book and its history. The topiCS
(anel questions) range from inks and their
composition, the development of the alphabet, and Coptic bindings to works on

Eric Gill and William Morris, English printers of the 17th century, and 19th-century
book illustrators. Here at my fingertips is
a book that provides quick and accessible
informatio n to match the enquiries. And if
what Rosenblum provides does not com-

pletely satisfy the reader, then there are
references that may lead to other sources.
Once this book is on the reading room
shelves, it wil l become one of our most

frequently consulted books.
The second reason is th at Rosenblum
proves an excellent check list. Reading it, I
was reminded of books and articles I had

read and those that I had only heard abollt.
It also alerted me to many I did not know

relating to the life of Johann Gutenberg, it

produced on the subject. The evidence is
limited and little of it bears on the personal

details of his life. Accordingly, any attempts at a biography must contain a good
deal of speculative reconstruction . This

said, the account o f the founder of Western printing by the late Albert Kapr 09191995), calligrapher, type and book deSigner, and o ne-time Recto r of the

Hochschule fUr Grafik und Buchkunst in
Leipzig, is fascinating and informative. If
the presentation is not to be accepted in all
its details, which in view of the tenuous
evidence is inevitable, its very plausibility

demonstrates w hat a biography of
G utenberg could be , if enough documentation existed. Taken in this spirit, the
book is a success and, lacking new evidence, may represent the best that can be
done w ith the information at hand.
One of the great virtues of K apr's
approach stems from his intimate knowledge of the political , SOCial, and religious

history of 15th-century Germany. Sketching Gutenberg's life, he provides a rich
portrait of the troubled rimes in which his
su bject lived. Thus we learn of Gutenberg's
parentage in the context of the struggle
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berween patricians and guilds in Mainz,
how he suffered exile on more than one

occasion, and how the political and financial independence of his native city were
imperiled. In assessing the genesis of
printing in Europe, Kapr looks fo r motivating factors and finds a possibility in the
reforming efforts of the German-born

churchman Nicholas of Cues, who was
trying to standardize the Mass and may
have learned of Korean printing from
moveable type on a visit to Constantinople.
With a number of other scholars, Kapr
takes the view that Gutenberg developed
printing while living in Srrasbourg between
approximately 1434 and 1444 and sees
editions of Aelius Donatus's latin grammar
and the Fragmente vom Weltgericbt as
works in which he perfected the technique
of the new art. Such an approach is certainly
plausible and appealing. Priming as we
know it in the 42-line Bible did not just
happen. There had to be a period of
experimentation that made possible a crown"""

"".""""
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ing technical and artistic achievement like
the Gutenberg Bible.
Within the overall framework of the
narrative, Kapr manages a detailed description of all the printing connected with
Gutenberg. He also provides the major
contemporary sources documenting
Gutenberg's dealings and conflicts with
his business partners in Strasbourg and
Mainz. By presenting evidence fully and
serving notice when he is speculating, the
author introduces the reader to some of the
intricacies of the scholarly problems relating to his subject. At the same time, the
author'S finn conception of who Gutenberg
was and how his life unfolded provides a
believable and meaningful picture of his
subject. The result is that he removes
Gutenberg from that realm of mythology in
which we often experience him.
The translation by Douglas Marrin, a
book designer and student of Gutenberg,
is very skillful. The book is extremely well
illustrated and handsomely laid out. A
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chronology with impoltant dates from
Gutenberg's life and the history of printing, along with major economic, political,
and cultural events is an attractive featu re.
The book is completed by a substantial
bibliography, a helpful glossary, and a
well designed index.-jeffrey H.
Kaimowitz, Trin ity College, Hartford, Connecticut.
Franklin, Colin. Book Collecting as One
of the Fine Arts and Other Essays.
Aldershot, Hants, England: Scolar Press,
1996. 138 pp. $39.50. ISBN 1-95928262-8.
Twelve essays in 138 pages provide room
for anecdote but not for extended development of ideas. Franklin's choice of
topicS is also heterogeneous) with explanations for lack of consistent motif both
philosophical ("It is a bookseller's privilege to stray from subject to subject, and
we don't always like to be type-cast") and
genealogical (several of these essays began as talks to book clubs and library
friends groups). "John Baptist Jackson
and Chiaroscuro," a paper read to the
Printing Historical SOciety, makes one
think that Franklin expects printing historians to be more critical than library
friends and collectors .
The tirle essay, nine pages long, was
"prepared for a Congress in Cleveland." A
rambling piece about both the irrationality
and rationale of book collecting, it contains a few good anecdotes. I hope it was
more understandable when read. The second essay repeats tales of press book
printers tOSSing type into the Thames so it
would not be reused. I have o ften wondered if the printers w ho claimed to have
done this really believed it would prevent
reuse of their designs. Franklin does not
answer this question. "Garlands of Rachel:
The Daniel Press at Oxford" is the kind of
anecdote book lovers find most pleasant,
and Franklin's account w ill make us anend
more closely to the products of that press.
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"Print and Design in Eighteenth-Century Editions of Shakespeare" informs and
entertains in a live ly style. Franklin explains the beginnings of literary criticism,
authorial scholarship, the impact of large
paper copies, changes in book illustration
and typography, all in the context of his
essay's title. The theme of collecting
multiple editions of the sa me author is
repeated in "Elizabeth Browni ng at the
Me rcy o f Her Publishers , A Century of
Sonnets From the Portuguese. " "Lord
Chesterfiel d and his Characters" relates
the rather odd publication history of the
Characters.
"The Prison Manuscripts of Ackermann's
Hack" te lls about Wi ll ia m Combe's working relationsh ips with his publisher while
in debtor's prison. Bookish d iscoveries
from a man uscript Frank lin handled as a
dea ler a n d ta les about expens ive
Ackermann books and the impoverished
Mr. Combe are the ingredients of a readable essay certain to be enjoyed by those
who handle antiquarian books. "A Victorian Dining Cl ub, Ye Sette of Odde Volurnes," a talk given in Boston to "The Club
of Odd Volumes" and a tale of inconsequen tial books pri nted to bolster the va nity of another book collector's club, was
doubtless enjoyed by those who heard it.
Few others will enjoy it.
"D.G. Rossetti, A Ghost Story," the
shortest essay at four pages, is an account
ofa few lines in Rossetti's "Blessed Damozel"
that received anachronistic attention from
two critics of Rossetti's work. It is a quaint
little chapter but one wonders if Mr. Rossetti
enjoyed testing the gU llibility and memory
of a guest at the same time. "The Pied Piper:
A Tale of Two Ditties," an appropriate
punning title Dickens probably would
have accepted, relates the story of Robert
Browning's version of the children's story.
The bookish element, and thoroughly
enjoyable, is Franklin's explanation of
Browning's sources forth is stol)'. Franklin's
last essay, "Hume, Sludge & L A Study in
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Techniques of Dishonesty," relates his
personal experience in pretended "water
dowsing" to the claims of supernatural
powers by the medium Daniel Hume, the
model for Robert Browning's "Sludge."
Elizabeth Browning is said to have believed, while Robert did not. Franklin's
essay tries to bring order to the publishing
and subsequent criticism of Robert
Browning's "Sludge the Medium."
With no index and few footnotes,
Franklin's book cannot be considered a
scholarly reference. Most of the essays are
good reading, and many readers will find
book lore new to them. Franklin's collection is a useful , entertaining, somewhat
frustrating titled, better characterized as
bibliocriticism, or literary historical commentary, than bibliographical scholarship-although it contains tantalizing bits of the
latter.-GeneFreeman, BookCollectorand
Scholar
Wagner, Patricia]ean. The Bloomsbury
Review Book/over's Guide: A Collection
ojTips, Techniques, Anecdotes, Controversies & Suggestions jor the Home Library. Denver: Bloomsbul)' Review,

1996.312 pp. ISBNO-9631589-3-7, hardback, $21.95; ISBNO-9631589-4-5, wrappers, $12.95; ISBN 0-9631589-5-3; 100
slip-cased and signed, $79.95.
In the next few years, truly excellent
private libraries are likely to proliferate as
never before. A movement toward self
education will join with improved tools for
research and better resources to help bu ild
collections. The baby-boom generation
was told in the 1960s that they were in
charge of their own education; many of
them will remember this lesson as they
diversify their investments and then approach retirement. Technology salesmen
to the contrary, there rea lly is no substitute
for books. And, as we know, not any book
will do sometimes. Collectors va lue their
libraries, which represent an investment
of their intelligence, time, and energy: a
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the cost of new books stead ily rising,

people who have a private library suffer
from some ignorance about the book as
object. This is unfortunate because it means

antiquarian , used- and out-DE-print book
market prices also w ill rise. Concu rrently,

that some collect haphazard ly, and many
do not know how to care for their books or

so also will the value of well planned

O n the Internet there are massive free,

to weed their collections. Private libraries
may end up in institutions so it behooves
librarians to help prevent haphazard ,
unweeded, and poorly stored collections.
\Vagner's intent is to help collectors
develop and care for their libraries, but her
book is also an excellent source for the
librarian w ho w ishes to explore the diver-

public-access, searchable, coo perative
book catalogs such as ABEbooks, and the

Sity of books and the book arts. The book
assumes little knowledge. It is both a

smaller Bibliofind , w hich make it possible
for collectors to develop their collections

without the filter of the local bookshop or
the advice of their local rare book and

starting place to teach oneself to care for
and develop book collections, and it is a
quick guide to those who know much but
w hose educa tion in some areas is lacking.

manuscript librarian. Wagner does not

For subjects such as book arts and book

mention ABEbooks or Bibliofind, but they

repair, it is an advisor of w hat books to
consult and how to fmd experts. After
introductory chapters that explain the intent of the book, chapters are arranged as
follows: book arts and resources available
for the book arts, cleaning and daily care
of a collection, techniques for finding
books, issues involved with display and
storage of boo ks, the mysteries of cataloging and classification, repair, weeding, the
use of public libraries as a resource for
booklovers, online sources and services,
children and books, and managing home
archives. In coverage, this book meets the
broad promise of its subtitle.
Wagner could be more ca reful w ith her
tone and style. She sometimes seems to

developed collection is more precious
than the sum of its individual parts. With

private libra ries.

The Bloomsbury Review Booklover's
Guide appears at a propitious time. It is
now easier than ever before to build a

world-class collection without regard to

the geographic location of the collector.

are powerful tools for the collecror, and

they are likely to expand their holdings
and be imitated.
Booklovers create and fi nd patterns
and themes in w hat they acquire, and they
use and consult their books. Yet most
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portray book professionals as prima donnas
who do not understand the p roblems
faced by the private library. Alas, some of
us are, but a spirit of cooperation m ight be
more wisely encouraged. Although integral to her enthusiasm for books and her
we lcoming of those w hom book professionals may have intimidated, W agner
makes far too many references to events
that future readers may not know abom;
e.g, nor one but two "the mother of all"
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asides which require the context of comme nts made in 1991.
The book could also be be tter fo rmatted. Fewer freestanding and highlighted
qumes, smalle r ill ustratio ns, and shorter
chapter subheadings would leave room
fo r much mo re informatio n. A better index
wou ld be welcome Cit is frus{fming, for
example, to look up all the refe rences
unde r "glues" to find the caution against
using Elmer's to repair books), a nd a
separate name index might be considered .
The association o f the book with The
Bloomsbury Review, which is located in
Denver, Colorado, may give some readers
the sense that the book has only regiona.!
interest, and th ird-party advertiseme nts at
the e nd of the book may suggest the
author's integrity is compromised . I detect
no overrid ing regional foc us or any bias,
but u1e book might be better left to sta nd
on its merits and re Lided to move the
Revieuis name to the bottom of the titlepage
as publisher. If adveJtisemenrs are essential, they should be sepa ra ted distinctly
from the text.
The re are omissions. Philip Gaskell's A
New Introduction to Bibliography, a required resou rce for those who would
unde rstand the mechanics of how books
are p rod uced and how to read and write
a bibliographic descriptio n, is not me ntioned, nor is the chief institution in the
United States fo r continuing education in
book history, the annual Rare Book School
at the University of Virginia. The stories of
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grea t collecto rs and g rea t lib ra ries
fo un ded from p rivate collections, s uch
as th e Clark, the Huntington, and the
Lilly, would be an inspiration to booklovers.
The Bloomsbury Review Booklover's Guide
has the potential to become a reqU ired
classic, tho ugh J expect there will be
competing books as tile private Ubrary
moveme nt grows in coming years. As she
contemplates a revised edition, Wagner
should consider how to ensure that he r
work will stand out from them as the most
credible guide to the fo rmation and developme nt of the private library.- Cha rles
Egleston, The University of Colorado at
Boulder
BRIEF REVIEW
Tidcom be, Mariarute. Women BookbindelS, 189(}-1920. New Castle, Del.: Oak
Knoll Press; London: British Library,
1996. 208 pp. 32 color plates a nd over
100 b&w photographs. Index. $58 +
shi pping. ISBN 1-884718-23-X.
In her preface, Tidcombe writes, "The
main focus is on dle three most famous
wome n binders o f the period, Sarah
Pridea ux, Katharine Ada ms, Sybil Pye, and
the Guild of Wome n Binders, bu t almost
all the other women who exhibited bindings fro m abou t 1880 to 1920 are also
included." "Memioned" might be more
accurate than "included" as very little
could be discovered about many of the
wome n listed, for example, in the appen-
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dices "A List of Women and Groups Asso-

ciated with the Gu ild of Women Binders"
and "List of British \'{lomen in charge of
Bookbinder's Shops, 164&-1901."

This is, however, as full an account as
we are likely to have for some time of the
British women, particularly middle-class
women, w ho toward the end of the last
century began to move in substantial num-

bers into ca reers as design binders and,
less frequently. into the male-dominated
binding trade. American women binders
are menrioned from time to ti me, and a

ren-page chapter sum marizes Tidcombe's
research on "Women Bookbinders in

America and Elsewhere Abroad."
Not an easy read-ofren overlong paragraphs become clogged with data and the

genealogy is occasionally preciousWomen Bookbinders nonetheless brings
together an impressive amount of information, handsomely packaged with excellenr illustrations. It is 3n impona nt reference work and should stimulate more
research in this subject area.-SFH
BOOKS RECEIVED

Ahearn, Allen, and Patricia Ahearn. CoLlecleel Books: tbe Guide to Values. 1998
ed itio n. New York: G.P. Pu tn::lI11 'S Sons,
1997.784 PI'. $75. ISBN 0-399- 14279-7. This
edition (the first was 1991) adds about 5,000
entries to the most recent ( 1995) and revises
m;'l ny va lues for English-language first editions/first primings of collectible books.
Bower, Peter, cd. Sludies ill Bri/isb Paper
His/o1)': The Oxford Papers. London: British
Association of Paper Historians, 1996. 108
pp. Wrappers. lJIustr::ttions. 529.95 + sh ipping. ISBN 085-25757"()-1. Dist ributed by
Oak Knoll Books. The nrst volume in a new
series contains a doze n pape rs delivered at
the fou rth annual BAPH conference, Oxford
1993. One ('I uster of pap<:!'rs foc uses on the
liSt: ofslraw in papennaking. Proceedings of
the 1994 Exeter, 1995 London, and 1996

Edinburgh conferences w ill also be published in th is series.

Dreyfus,John. InloPrint:Selec/ed Writings on
Pril1ling History, Typographyand BookProdllclion. 8osmn: David R. Godine , 1997. 350
PI'. Illustrations. $75. ISBN 1-56792-045-4.
KFlanery is supposed to get you nowhere;
but when it was suggested to me that I
sho uld make a selecti o n of my writings for
publ ication as a book, na ttery soon got me
into trouble." The trouble was wha t to se lect
from Dreyfus's many essays in the several
areas as indicated by the subtitle. Twenrytwo papers, it turns o ur, m.my revised from
earlier publication, with an added handlist
of Dreyfus's writ ings, notes, and index.
Ethridge, James M_, and Karen Ethridge,
eds. AuliqllCirian, Specially, and Used Book
Sellers: A Subject Guide and DireclOlY. Second Edition, 1997-1998. Detroit:
Omnigraphics, 1997. 863 PI'. $85. ISBN 07808-0024-9. Lists 5,261 American dealers
by state and city and provides up to 21
pieces of information Oncluding e-mail and
web site address). Indexed by owner and
manager; by store name; and under morc
than 2,000 subject headings. More than half
the dea lers listed arc new (Q this edition .
Sample pages at hnp:/www.au ldbooks.com/
biblio/ asubs.
Middleton, Bernard C. A History of Englisb
Craft Bookbinding Technique. 4th rev. cd.
New Castle: Oak Knoll Press; London: The
British Library, 1996. 368 pp. Ill ustratio ns.
Index. $55 + shipping . ISBN 1-884718-28-0.
Middleton notes that "Jess information has
been e lkited from other sources than was
Originally anticipated" when this book was
first published in 1963. The original (ext was
suppl emented in the second (978) and
th ird (1988) editions, with these supplements here rewritten and expanded to 61
pages Crrom 17 pages in the third edition)
with sevt:ra l illustrations. The index has also
bt:en reworked.
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Documenting Cultural Diversity in the
Resurgent Amercan South
Edited by Margaret Dittemore and Fred Hay
A docmnentation of the rich cultural heritage of the American South. Based on
eight case studies delivered at two annual conference programs of the

Anthropology and Sociology Section of ACRL. Part I includes discussions of
research into various forms of docwnentation of Southern folk culture such as
recorded music, oral history, film. and archival research. Part IT looks at the
considerable cultural diversity that exists in state of Louisiana. including efforts
to document accomplislunents of Afro-Louisiana women, the Isleno
conununity ofSt. Bernard Parish, the Creoles of New Orleans, and the Cajuns.
ISBN 0-8389-7897-5
$21 .00; ACR L members $17.50; 128.p

InPrint: Publishing Opportunities for
Col/ege Librarians
Lynn W Livingston, editor
Intended to encourage articles in the journal literature by and about college
librarians and the issues they consider relevant to their professional lives.
I" Print lists jownals in library and infonnation science, higher education,
computer tecimoiogy, and other related areas and includes such relevant
infonnation as acceptance rate, response time, preferred article length, and
whether the publication is refereed. A brief description of the editorial policy,
topics covered, style, and audience is included along with contact infonnation
for each publication. Bibliogmphy and index.
ISBN 0-8389-7896-7
$18.50; AC RL members $16.00; 117p.

Displays and Exhibits in Col/ege Libraries,
CLIP Note #25
Compiled by Jane Kemp and Laura Witschi
Survey results from over 200 college libraries regarding practices in handling

displays and exhibits. Examples of policies and procedures plus fonns for
display requests, evaluation and conunent, insurance, loan agreement,
disclaimer, and challenged library materials. Publicity for displays and exhibits
is illustrated with annOWlcements and invitations, as well as excerpts from
brochures, flyers, newsletters, calendars, and schedules. Includes photographs
and posters.
ISBN 0-8389-7899-1
$28.00; ACR L members $23.50; 188p.
Order from: ALA Order Fulfillment, 155 N. Wacker Dr.,
Chicago, IL 60611 ; (800) 545-2433, press 7
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